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Abstract
Creativity and innovation in organization is the realm of knowledge management direction. If properly nurtured and laid down within organizational culture, it will help organization to develop creative and innovative output. It can also increase productivity and diffusing effectiveness and efficiency in product and services. Within library management services, it will spur innovative output of services. Normally, such creative, innovative idea is derived from staff’s idea called as tacit knowledge. It is then transformed into creativity and innovative project. Promoting innovative and creative culture as well as giving staffs the opportunity to share their idea, insights, abilities and experience will give value to library services. These practices are able to improve staff competencies and it is achievement in KM implementation. In Perpustakaan Tun Abdul Razak (PTAR ICC) of Universiti Teknologi MARA Kampus Puncak Alam, such practices are welcomed and become platform where staffs generate and share idea for improving library product, process and services. This paper looks into the KM initiatives and practices at PTAR ICC through several projects. The purpose of this paper is to discover KM practices to encourage staff to share creativity and innovative in organization. The findings show that ICC is a KM practices at PTAR in promoting creativity and innovation among staff.
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INTRODUCTION
Today, many organizations have been concerned about creating, acquiring, communicating and sharing knowledge to enhance the organizational value. They realized that Knowledge Management (KM) is an important culture and practices that need to build among staff in order to keep their intangible knowledge as an asset in an organization. Knowledge occurs when information is combined with experience, context, interpretation and reflection. KM practices focus on organizational staff in order to improve their performance, competitive advantage, innovation, sharing idea and experience and at the end to get continuous improvement of the organization. Although knowledge management (KM) purposely is created for profit organizations, but nowadays
it also be practice to the nonprofit sectors such as libraries. It happens because the ultimate aim of KM is to increase the effectiveness and efficiently of the libraries services.

As we know, new knowledge comes from an individual idea. This knowledge then become valuable if it be transformed into organizational knowledge and the process of transforming can be done through sharing session, but it is the major challenge. Based on that, the library need to takes an initiative to create a KM practices among staff to makes the staff eager to access, locate and need to retrieve new information and knowledge. The process of sharing and communication of new knowledge will help staff to be creative and innovative. KM needs communication, collaboration, and document sharing in libraries to make consistency of work especially to their user. Knowledge that can be captured and communicated will help libraries to become more productive, effective, and successful.

In libraries, the purpose of KM practices is more to provide library with quality product and services. It is a credit if the library staff able to share idea in term to create new and effective product, process and services. It activities covers collecting, developing and managing library collections and materials, capturing new knowledge from creative and innovative project, sharing session, workshop and others that finally can give advantages not only for the libraries staff but to their customer. In addition, KM provides innovative and cost effective solution to the library users. Studies conducted by Jelenic (2011) mentioned knowledge management is a prominent role to enhance staff efficiency and effectiveness through their innovation capabilities, as a result it can increase organizational profits and reduce costs.

In addition, Kang and Kim (2013) stated, the effectively of organizational manage their knowledge is to develops a higher level of innovation and competitive advantage among staff. Innovation derive from new ideas are key factors to the development and success of the library. It requires a well-planned system that enables the firm in knowledge creation, dissemination and application. It shows that in practicing KM element, library able to promote and encourage staff with creativity and innovative.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Knowledge Management (KM) formally established in the late 1980s is a new scientific field in organization (Dalkir, 2011). In the library environment, application of KM able to improves library operational effectiveness, such as improved access to the information (Islam, Siddike, Nowrin & Naznin, 2015). Studied conducted by Bedford, Donley and Lensenmayer (2015), highlight “a knowledge society is one in which all members of a society engage in knowledge transactions in the business environment, in the social sphere, in civic activities, and in everyday environmental actions”. Explicit knowledge (recorded), tacit knowledge (personal experience) and cultural knowledge are the component in KM. Liebowitz (2011) in her studied explains there are three groups will get the benefits of KM: staff, communities of practice and organization.

In a context of staff, benefits of KM able to help staff do their jobs and save time through better decision-making and problem-solving. So, the right decision will help them to get better result in any situation. In addition, KM can build a sense of community bonding within the organization. It is good for all staff in organization to work together and have strong commitment. Apart from that,
KM also helps staff to keep up to date with the latest information and situation in organization. In other hand, KM can provide challenges and opportunities to contribute among staff in organization.

Community of practice can reach benefits from KM implementation through developing professional skills and to promotes peer-to-peer mentoring. It is good for the future career development. Furthermore, KM will facilitate more effective networking and collaboration in a context outside of the organization. Networking and collaboration is important element in sharing information then to create knowledge community. In order to develop a professional code of ethics that members can adhere to is one of the benefits that community can get from KM. At last but not least, it is important to develop a common language among community from KM.

The important part implementation of KM is benefits for the organization. It will helps drive strategy, solves problems quickly, diffuses best practices, improves knowledge embedded in products and services, cross-fertilizes ideas and increases opportunities for innovation. It also enables the organizations to better stay ahead of the competition and KM help to builds organizational memory which is it can be retrieved whenever needed.

Alipour, Idris and Karimi, (2011) describe, KM is important part to promote knowledge creation, knowledge sharing, and knowledge utilization of the organization. Gilaninia, Ganjinia, Babaei and Mousavan (2011) stated that knowledge management consists of Knowledge Creation, Knowledge Acquisition, Organizational Learning, Knowledge Sharing, Knowledge Utilization and Knowledge Storage. Furthermore, KM is a tool that can help the libraries to improve effectiveness (Townley, 2001). The process for library staff in helping to formulate and interpret knowledge come from innovation, creativity and the ability to generate new ideas (Rikowski, 2000). Bardin (2006) mentioned there are three psychological aspects requires in creativity: i. Cognitive factors (intelligence and knowledge), ii. Conative factors (motivations, emotions, personality characters) and iii. Environmental factors (cultural, professional, social, economic context).

Creativity of employees implies new generation and valuable potential ideas about new products, services, production methods and voluntary process (Li, Sanders & Frenkel, 2012). Creativity is generating idea also called as divergent thinking while innovation is putting the ideas into action or known as convergent thinking. Creativity is coming up with new ideas but it is not enough if the ideas unable turning it into action. Carmeloz-Ordaz, Garcia-Cruz, Sousa-Ginel and Valle-Cabrera (2011) also showed a positive influence of knowledge sharing on innovation capabilities. But, what are the practices in organization to encourage staff in promoting their creative and innovative. How to attract them in order to share their new ideas in order to improve library services?. Previous studies have failed to express the right way how the organizational be able to get best staff creativity and innovative even the sharing session is important influence in KM. Apart from that, the existing research by Ologbo, Md Nor and Okyere-Kwakye (2015) suggest that managers should provide a platform that would encourage employees to exchange their knowledge resources. Based on these supports, this study would attempt to examine the KM practices that encourage staff in creative and innovation capabilities.

In the KM environment, libraries face the challenge to get trust from the staff in term of knowledge-sharing. The management has to convinced staff that the tacit knowledge that they have
can be transform to explicit then is going to be used for the sake of the library. They need to demonstrate special knowledge with innovative abilities. Application of KM in libraries is a useful solution for promoting knowledge innovation.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AT PTAR

The primary purpose of the study is to examine how Perpustakaan Tun Abdul Razak Library (PTAR) Shah Alam encourages their staff in innovative and creative through KM practices. The achievement from the projects then makes PTAR as well-known library in producing many innovative and creative products as well as services then it applicable in the library. A part from that, PTAR is capable to deliver the effective and efficient service to their user. PTAR mission is to enhanced staff competence through career advancement in academic improvement, ongoing training, study visits, industrial training, 'on the job attachment' and others. As an academic library in UiTM, PTAR responsible to provide various resources and services and up-to-date library technology to support learning and research by delivering quality services as well as providing a comfortable and friendly environment for all UiTM residents. PTAR have 5 department and support with 17 divisions. Each division has their function to run services smoothly.

Staff in the library has idea especially who those have an experience and insight with their work. But, the problems occur among them is they feel a gap and barrier to share their idea with others even it can give benefits to the organization. In organization, KM element is important to make continuous improvement and the process involved of creating, sharing, using and managing the current knowledge and information of an organization. It need participant of each level in the organization. That is the way PTAR do and practices in promoting the creativity and innovation through Innovative and creative group (ICC).

PTAR take an opportunity from the platform of ICC to encourage staff to share idea and creativity in order to create and improve library product and services. PTAR puts all effort to expose staff with ICC concept. It is a group of workers consists of 2 to 10 staff members which consists of leader, members and facilitator who will guide the group and ensure the group keep in track and able to accomplish the project during the period as plan. In addition, it is a formation of a group of worker who sit at same department or cross department with the purpose to investigate, analyze and find the way to solve the problems regarding their work by using ICC tools. Every staff can contribute ideas and opinions to the group to increasing productivity and quality of work in the library. The group members can be a combination of several of staff level in the library.

Then, group member will determine some problem occurs in the library operation and yet come out with idea for solution of each problem. After that, they will choose the best solution which can give best impact to overcome the process or service. During the session it show how the KM applied and practices, start with sharing idea, create the knowledge, using all the information and knowledge in the organization to find best solution at last innovation and creativity will exist. That’s how PTAR practices the entire KM element to achieve organizational objective.

There are some projects that PTAR create and achieve higher performance at international level:
### Project 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Causes</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Book trolley difficult to handle</td>
<td>i. Trolley does not move in parallel&lt;br&gt;ii. Staff attitude who likes to overload the trolley&lt;br&gt;iii. Uneven floor surfaces</td>
<td>Assemble the absorber and springs on the four trolley legs to make the trolleys more manageable and capable overloaded</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Project Name: Trolley Transmitted Tracking Material Controlled With Perfectly  
Project Group: SMART (Staff from Client Services & Collection Management Division)  
Benefit of the project:  
- The trolley can be operated perfectly  
- Reduce the risk of injury to staff  
- Produce a comfortable environment  
- Can launch the task of transmitting reading materials to the levels

### Project 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Causes</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration IT center statistic delay</td>
<td>i. Student write in book to register IT center&lt;br&gt;ii. The staff is difficult to read the registration book&lt;br&gt;iii. Staff cannot detect student status&lt;br&gt;iv. Staff took a long time to issue statistics&lt;br&gt;v. Staff hard to control PC distribution to customers&lt;br&gt;vi. Registration log book is easy to tear and tear&lt;br&gt;vii. Staff hard to control check-in and check-out</td>
<td>Develop in house software. CLIS is an online system of IT-based management system accessible throughout the UiTM Shah Alam Library and the UiTM Library of Campus Branch.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Project Name: CLIS system - Computer Lab Information System (online registration systems)  
Project Group: e-WAVE (Staff from Information & Systems Division)  
Benefit of the project:  
- This system has impacted the Library in managing the IT Library Center at UiTM with large student enrollment.
This system can improve staff productivity that manages IT Centers more effectively.

- This system can save time during registration and customer information access is faster and more accurate.

- The system has been successfully implemented in 9 IT Centers of UiTM Library of Shah Alam and has been used in 10 Branch Campus Libraries.

### Project 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Causes</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Inaccurate data of using special collection | i. No application to record usage of special collection  
ii. Difficult to trace usage of special collection | Develop in house system SCIS (Special Collection Integrated System) for record special collection usage |

Project Name: SCIS - Special Collection Integrated System (online registration systems)

Project Group: i-Clique (Staff from Administration, Faculty Library & University Repository Development Department)

Benefit of the project:

- Data usage of special collection can be collected anytime and anywhere
- Staff easily to monitor user and collection
- Easy for staff to find collection needed by user

### KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT ISSUES AND SOLUTION

Based on KM practices in PTAR, there are certain KM issues that faces are solved.

1. Tacit to Explicit Knowledge

   Tacit knowledge is knowledge based on experience and observation. Here, it comes from the staff idea whereby they look into problem that needs to be solve. All the idea and the solution then transferred into written document to make it properly understand how the process happens. The explicit knowledge easily can be written down and clearly communicated to another staff as well as other people out of the library. It is tangible and easy to refer and bring to any places. Then, it be converted to a rule such as library policies and procedure to follow.

2. Knowledge Sharing

   Sharing knowledge with other is not simply way, someone will keep their knowledge as a secret until meet someone who has same interest to share it. Through ICC platform, PTAR achieve to make this knowledge sharing to be practices among staff. With ICC also, sharing knowledge not only involves interaction between or among staff in the PTAR but it also can be share with other organization when it comes to competition. To share tacit knowledge requires a culture developed in the organization. It depends on the habit and willingness of staff to seek or obtain knowledge from others.
3. Knowledge Creation
Create a new knowledge in the organization. In order to make the PTAR ahead from others library, creation new knowledge especially come among staff is important. Many in house systems were created and develop. Of course it did not involve big fund rather than to spend money to buy new knowledge. Knowledge creation is the act of knowing something which it comes from practice, action and interaction with others in the organization. This is important practices that driving force in creation new knowledge. Staff is able to create new knowledge from the existing process of product to make the process easier and practical.

4. Best Practice
PTAR has successful to make KM practices as a best practice at PTAR. Best practice is a method or technique that has been generally accepted as superior to any alternatives. Every year PTAR will make sure there is group form to involve in ICC. The management really committed on that part and it show whereby the staff will sit for the workshop on how to prepare the documentation until presentation. Before the group enters for the competition, the group will present to the management to get comment, feedback and make improvement for the project. Start in 2006 until now, PTAR looked succeed in international level from ICC platform.

5. Competitive Advantage
Even PTAR is not a business driven organization for making profit but competitive advantage can be applied as KM element and for sure it gives a benefit for PTAR as well as for UiTM. Competitive advantage is an attribute that allows PTAR to perform better than other library. Many organizations come to for benchmarking the KM practices in promoting creativity and innovation through ICC which is implement by PTAR. A competitive advantage includes use of existing resources, involve low cost, staff with highly skilled, commitment, geographical factor and access for the new technology.

6. Knowledge Transfer
The process of disseminating knowledge from one to another called as knowledge transfer. In KM practices, the good knowledge is when someone able to deliver and transfer their knowledge to another person and the person not only understand but then applied it on their daily life or task. In this scenario, ICC group in PTAR who success in promoting the creativity and innovation will transfer the knowledge for new group. It also applied for grooming a facilitator. Based on these practices, PTAR has successful in establish excellent group with great ICC project.

7. Knowledge Community
The KM practices showed knowledge community at PTAR is well created and develop. All the staff has their own initiative to create their own knowledge community either within department or multi-functional department. The group of staff within department who engage in knowledge-sharing activities be able to support of a common work interest by sharing their responsibility for a certain business process, a product or service, or a project that they need to complete it. While people from
multiple divisions also able to find or share something that can give value for the organization. This community also can be created broader when they join the competition and meet other community out there. Here, a community of people, groups, or teams that will share competencies, information, and knowledge in the context of a knowledge-sharing.

8. Knowledge Based Society
It refers to the society in PTAR at all over the country. PTAR itself have 38 libraries with 605 staff. In order to create knowledge base society among all PTAR staff in this country, staff needs to compete and success in KM practices. There are many challenges especially in librarian field in this new era. Library staff must take this opportunity and challenges in creating innovative to make library is still needed by the society in term on giving knowledge. PTAR has their own role to ensure their societies are well educated in promoting their staff to drive the innovation and creativity.

FINDINGS
PTAR has proven KM implementation and practices in promoting creativity and innovation is successful through ICC platform. Staff is encouraging to participate in developing their innovative and creative capability. A part from that, staff also can be more talented and motivated. ICC activity implies development of skills, capabilities, confidence and creativity of the people. In addition, it is a process of developing of educating and training, improving work experience and participation that will sustain staff motivation and enhance their commitment towards excellence. ICC also enhances the transformation from one that is responsive and innovative to quality-driven, cost effective in providing excellent customer service.

PTAR can use innovation as a way to create better products or services either through modifications or improvements. PTAR need to promoting innovative and creative culture as well as giving staff the opportunity to polish their abilities and improve their own competence. One of the implementation of KM in PTAR can be successfully achieve from creativity and innovative group. The ideas for creating creativity and innovation come from people who have knowledge in the library. They can be an expert person who able to making task in a form of effective and efficiently. Library staff who has an experience of their specific task can know how to solve or give some ideas to improve service delivery systems to customers. Focus on ideas, learning, knowledge sharing and value creation through identifying and problem solving strategies, analysis techniques, creative and innovative is a KM process.

KM implement has a meaningful impact on creativity of staff. Staff in each level is freely to introduce and share the idea of creativity and innovation to the organization. Then the product and services will document properly to keep as an explicit knowledge. The group member is working together to ensure that the project will present to organizational, national and international level. The organization also will give full support and it is proven when the creative product then is used at PTAR for effectiveness library task. Network can be build up with other organization during sharing session with other organization. KM helps to develop staff confident, commitment and achievement.
CONCLUSION

PTAR has successful in developing creativity and innovation culture among its staff and organization itself by practicing KM element and initiative. ICC has an effective role in creating a creative and innovative atmosphere among the staff in an organization. There are many achievements that PTAR get it from ICC project even at international level. Therefore, PTAR should focus and keep it the culture where the staff able to create a creative and innovative product and services. Knowledge can be spread across the organization more freely and also, staff will feel they have an important role in creating, capturing and sharing the knowledge in an organization. It is how PTAR show the appreciation towards staff idea. Therefore, it can be concluded that the more PTAR gives freedom to its staff to act more cooperatively, the more PTAR will be successful in achieving, creating, developing and employing knowledge.

KM as the efforts to capturing required knowledge, sharing information in an organization. It helps the organization to generate competitiveness among other. The organization capable to recognize potential staff with their tacit knowledge and used it in solving library problem. In staff context it can boosts competence, promotes self-confidence and directs to achieve productivity. An important element for KM implementation in organizational is a creation culture in supporting learning, sharing and use of knowledge among staff. All the tacit knowledge can be share and transfer to explicit knowledge and it became high value for the organization. Another important factor of successful in KM practices is come from the top management support and commitment to encourage and appreciation to their staff. In other words, this study submits that employees’ participation in knowledge sharing process would most probably enhance their ability to generate new ideas for product and service development.
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